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'3D_Cybernetics'  

new '3D_Software' and new '3D_Hardware' to add visual simulation  

to the dynamics of information and communication called 'cybernetics' - the '3D_Feedback' between 

humans and electronics 

Kybernetes in Greek means helmsman. Computers store, process and 'steer' information as 'cyber_units' 

of 0 and 1.  '3D_Cybernetics' is based on non-binary or 'tertiary' units of information.  This leads not 

only to three 'dimensions' but also to qualities that are described by signs as 'attributes'.  In terms of 

value added function, this means simulation through visual effects. In terms of 'cyber_products', it 

means '3D_Software', '3D_Hardware' and '3D_Measuring_Devices'.  

'3D_Hardware'  

new visualization technology for processes in 3D Space  

'3D_Hardware' consists initially mainly of a non-binary computer system that was designed as a first 

commercial application of '3D_Mathematics'. The hardware comprises '3D_Memory', a '3D_Processor' 

and a '3D_Output_Device'. However, the system can be simulated to a large degree by software.  

However, the '3D_Output_Device' requires research into materials and the development of prototypes. 

This work is closely related to what is required for the building of measuring devices because of the 

necessary evaluation of conductive materials and their luminosity.  

'3D_Memory'  

new storage of digital data and analogue information  

'3D_Memory' is used innovatively by differentiating between text and digits as 'distinct_data' and 

sound and images as 'gradual_information'. Furthermore, the architecture for chip design is such that 

addressing takes place in ‘True_3D’.  

'3D_Processor'  

the mechanism for translating conventional mathematical symbols into '3D_Mathematics' 

'3D_Processing' means taking conventional mathematical input and translating it such that output 

consists of addresses for pixels in 3D. Input is taken from binary systems or electronic detectors. The 

processing consists of translation according to look up tables that relate symbols and variables such that 

the outcome are values of single dimensionality in '3D_TimeSpace'. 

'3D_Output_Device'  

the instrument that contains addressable pixels for making processes visible in 3D  

'3D_Output' means initially a sphere that contains individually addressable pixels. These need to be 

either on or off or made of materials that can lighten up and dim down. Besides the sphere, other shapes 

will become feasible, eventually even the human body.  Pixels must be light or dark which is why their 

materials have to be researched.  

'3D_Software'  

the visualization of time for technical solutions, the organization of textual information for language 

analysis and the education in 'Cyber_Domains' with cyber_technologies  

'3D_Software' comprises programs that provide technical solutions through new visualization 

algorithms, linguistic solutions through open access to index files and educational solutions or 

'3D_Education' through computer-, net- and web-based processes.   
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Technical solutions will be found by software users rather than their designers.  Likewise, linguistic 

solutions will be welcome by users who would like to see the usage of symbols and words in files and 

websites. Finally, software to educate in '3D_Mathematics' and its derived 'Cyber_Domains' will have 

to be developed with state-of-the-art know-how of computer-, net- and web-based training.  

For technical solutions, the new visualization of time is essential. A conventional time line speaks to 

everyone's understanding of past, present and future.  In physicists and cosmologists it also conjures up 

associations with respect to origin and birth as well as limits and death.  The breakthrough of making 

time visible the 'visual_3D_way' may be even more of a quantum leap than when the first spreadsheet 

was seen.  The 'absolute_relativity' of time in 3D_Space shows on computer screens as the ratio 

between 'calendar time' on x and 'data time' that is embedded in y-values: e.g. while the x-axis shows 

24 hour days, data may have been recorded every 5 minutes for 8 hours. This principle of relating 'data 

recording time' to 'calendar visibility time' is expressed in the first two products: 'Visual_Data' and 

'3D_Simulation'. Other software products are designed to illustrate and demonstrate different aspects of 

'3D_Mathematics' in ways that can be practical and educational.  

'Visual_Data' 

new visualization of numeric data in time  

This first software product creates new Data_Patterns to make statistical data visible. This represents an 

alternative to data curves or other graph options. By revealing symmetric patterns, data can be analyzed 

and interpreted in new ways, and time can be viewed from different perspectives. As a result, 

measurements during a 'period of present' can be extended into a 'period_of_past' and a 

'period_of_future'. Consequently, future speculations can be compared with past history. This is of 

course of particular interest for financial institutions, but, as a general statistics package, has 

applications in all fields of human endeavor. 

'3D_Displays' 

menu option in 'Visual_Data' for new screen components representing data in time  

'3D_Displays' is one of the menu options of the 'Visual_Data' software. It contains three groups of 

options: Static Views, Visual Trends and Dynamic Modelling. They contain choices of windows and 

screen components that can be used as tools for varying data boundaries, manipulating time limits and 

changing Viewing_Perspectives. 

'3D_Tools'  

menu option in 'Visual_Data' for new screen tools to manipulate data boundaries, time limits and 

Viewing_Perspectives 

'3D_Tools' is another menu option in 'Visual_Data'. It comprises four groups: Visual Shapes, Digital 

Boxes, Graphic Handles and Interactive Macros. They all allow for manipulating the parameters that 

shape the Data_Patterns, Time_Trends and Viewing_Angles of a data set. '3D_Displays' makes screen 

components visible in a variety of windows.  With '3D_Tools' they can be changed. 

'Data_Time' 

menu option in 'Visual_Data' for a new recognition of the time it takes to record data and to make it 

visible  

Data Time describes the rhythm of recording data during a certain period of 'calendar time' such as a 

day: e.g. recording every 5 minutes for 8 hours.  

Trendscape 
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screen component in 'Visual_Data' that makes data over time visible as a pattern instead of a curve 

A Trendscape is like a 'data_landscape': a symmetric pattern that represents data over a time period. 

Being symmetric, time periods can be extended from the present of the recorded time into the future on 

the right or the past on the left. Speculative data can thus be compared with historic data, future trends 

with past trends, slow with fast growth and stable or decaying development.  

'3D_Model' 

a window in 'Visual_Data' that shows Trendscapes as 2D_Data_Patterns instead of linear curves 

'Visual_Data' offers a number of windows with different screen components that are lines, curves and 

patterns. The '3D_Model' window  offers Trendscapes as 2D_patterns. These serve as 

'visual_3D_Models': abstract data becomes more concrete by being made to look as 'visual_3D'.        

'3D_Simulation'  

new visualization of algebraic functions  

This second software product manipulates algebraic equations and mathematical functions in the same 

way as 'Visual_Data' treats numeric data: curves are transformed into 2D_patterns.  However, the 

'visual_analysis_tools' offered by both software packages will allow the user different 'points_of_entry': 

algebraic variables rather then numeric constants. In both cases, new and symmetric patterns are the 

result as a way of offering two-dimensional rather than linear continuity between distinct 

points. Mathematical functions tend to describe technical processes. By making them visible with 

'3D_Simulation', new solutions and new approaches may be found. 

'3D_Graphics'  

models, symbols and icons for relations of time in 3D_Space   

New symbols are required to represent new geometric ratios, new linear relations and new numeric 

relationships in 3D_Space. In the Internet Age of 'unicode' definitions, it is important to integrate the 

use of symbols and icons such that they have true and real meaning for all cultures. Since 

'3D_TimeData' and '3D_Simulation' can become graph and plot options in other packages, 

'3D_Graphics' represents essential 'infrastructure_work' for the use of symbols in programming 

languages.  

'3D_Foundation'  

new visualization of numbers in space and measures of time  

This software package is meant to illustrate the 3D_System of numbers, measures and symbols such 

that it can be learnt by people at different ages and with different prior knowledge. Educational 

materials and processes need first be developed for in-house and later for commercial purposes. 

Depending on the emphasis when financing the company, the production of teaching materials and 

accompanying web-based training processes could become a whole industry in itself:  for educational 

purposes, software is to be accompanied by 'ToyTools' which bridges the '2D_/_3D_conundrum' and 

adds another medium to multi-media experiences on screen.   

'3D_Classification'  

a new organization of the meaning of text and symbols in graphics and webframes  

 
'3D_Classification' is based on a site being fully indexed and index files being accessible for 

management. Index files allow for deeper and more thorough editing and classifying: as 

'language_indicators', they show the frequency of usage as well as variations of a word. This feature is 
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available in a minimal way through Concordance files. Given the existing 220 Tables of formulae and 

graphics, efficient classification and management of '3D_Mathematics' files is crucial for the 

production of educational materials and in-house training.  The '3D_Classification' or 

'Smart_Frame_Management' software would also be a welcome add-on to existing web editors as well 

as data base managers.  

'3D_CyberSpace'  

the 'space_of_imagination' for the applications and implications  
of '3D_Technologies' derived from '3D_Mathematics'  

 
Nowadays, 'cyber_anything' means 'related_to_computers'. CyberSpace is the 'information_realm' 

created by the Internet. '3D_CyberSpace' is meant to be the new mental realm that is derived from 

applying '3D_Mathematics' to software and hardware and from using the resulting processes and 

instruments for technical purposes. This means not only using computers for sharing information and 

communication, but also benefiting from the 'visual_simulation' and the 

'value_added_feedback_technologies' that result from '3D_Mathematics' applied to computing and 

'cyber_anything'.  

'3D_Domain'    

the 'cyber_term' of classification  
for areas of study based on '3D_Mathematics'  

 
Domain names have become 'intellectual_real_estate' on the net. '3D_Domains' are meant to be not 

academic disciplines but areas of study made available by Lite_3D.  The purpose is always the 

development of commercial and educational applications of '3D_Mathematics' - through trade secrets, 

patents, copyright, trade marks, design marks and whatever else can be derived from 

'3D_intellectual_property'. 

'3D_Mathematics'    

the use of whole numbers and geometric measures in 3D_Space  

 
The key to '3D_Mathematics' is 'dimensionality' as a principle of classification. In conventional 

mathematics it will be found that terms of different dimensional levels are mixed. By combining terms 

and symbols on the same dimensional level, new ratios and relationships have been defined between 

geometric distances in 1D, 2D and 3D. As a result, a new kind of 'integer_mathematics' could be 

formulated in '3D_TimeSpace'. Applied to physics, chemistry and biology, this forms the basis for new 

measures of physical, chemical and biological volumes. When applied to cybernetics, new ways of 

storing and addressing information and making it visible in 2D and 3D have been formulated. 

'3D_Mathematics' also solves a number of currently outstanding theoretical puzzles and offers the kind 

of commercial and technological development outlined in this website.  

'Visual_3D_Statistics'  

the use of whole numbers and geometric measures on 2D_Screens  

 
Another key to '3D_Mathematics' is 'visualness' as a principle for concrete representation. This means 

that abstract concepts such as digits, numbers, values and measures are related to visible, perceivable or 

measurable units. Statistics so far has been based on curves that are formed from points. 

'Visual_3D_Statistics' offers 2D_patterns derived from the geometric area that surrounds the same 

points. The result is a new look of data along time lines and a new way of seeing, interpreting and 

analyzing data on screen - through a new range of graph options. A 'visual_3
rd

_dimension' gives an 

angle to 2D_patterns - as a range for short and long term viewing. The trend of growth or decay and the 

quality of trend in terms of speed are derived from the shape of the pattern units. In summary, statistics 

changes from being numerical to being visual.  
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'3D_TimeSpace' 

the 'mathematical_space' for unifying the meaning of Time  
and the measurement of movement in 3D_Space  

 
Measuring time boils down to measuring the speeds of linear movement and cyclical motion. By 

looking at motion as distances traveled in 3D_Space and speed as counting shapes of movement, time 

and space can be unified '3D_TimeSpace'. At the same time, the linear <-> non-linear polarity is 

dissolved by distinguishing between linear (1D) movement and cyclical (3D) motion. '3D_TimeSpace' 

is thus the overarching 'conceptual_space' for measuring in general and speeds in particular - instead of 

measuring time.  

'3D_Insights'  

a new understanding or appreciation of meaning  
for symbols, terms, operations, functions, concepts and ideas 

 
Gaining '3D_Insights' is a continuous process, as '3D_Mathematics' does not only present a quantum 

leap or paradigm shift.  In fact, it presents a challenge to existing thinking but offers a great relief to 

everybody who is not attached to current mindsets and academic dogma. '3D_Insights' are necessary 

already when planning finance and developing company and products. In other words, '3D_Insights' are 

required on a subjective relative level as well as on an objective absolute level.  Within the overarching 

concept of 'absolute_relativity', It is hoped that Lite_3D will create a healthy balance between scientific 

research, industrial productivity and commercial education - thus providing opportunities for gaining 

'3D_Insights' at all levels all the time.  

'3D_Technologies'  

the tools, instruments and know-how derived from '3D_Mathematics'  

 
'3D_Measuring_Devices' and '3D_Hardware' are the principal technological instruments. However, 

'3D_Software' will simulate technical processes on screen and thus facilitate the development of further 

technologies as yet not imagined nor designed.  With Lite_3D, "We have the technology" will mean: 

"we have the know-how, the information and the software".    

'3D_Metronomy''  

the Principles of Measuring in '3D_TimeSpace' 

based on the understanding of time  

'3D_Mathematics' includes the examination of fundamentals: counting with digits and measuring with 

units. The underlying principles of using mathematical symbols is as relevant as the introduction of 

zero and infinity as mathematical limits. '3D_Metronomy' is therefore the framework of thinking about 

time and space for the creation of measures in '3D_TimeSpace'.  

'3D_Metrics' 

new '3D_Measures' in '3D_TimeSpace'  

Metrics is the art of meter and of 'metrical_composition'.  '3D_Metrics' is a system of '3D_Measures' as 

it has so far been expressed in mathematical terms and applied to light and electro-magnetism. Other 

areas of application in terms of physical matter, chemical substances and biological life forms will be 

derived as soon as scientists and engineers will work together to develop measuring devices.   

'3D_Measures'  

Qualitative Measures of physical matter, chemical substances and biological life forms  
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3D Measures use the shapes of spirals, cones and triangles in 3D which can be applied to photons, 

electrons, protons, ions, atoms, molecules and cells - or pixels. The 3D Volume that is made up of the 

mass of individual units can then be 'measured' or 'evaluated' in terms of the quality of the units.  

Qualities of volume are thus defined by the functional quality of units - which means that mathematical 

3D Measures result in evaluating physical, chemical and biological qualities.  

 
'3D_Measuring_Devices' 

 
the tools and instruments designed to establish measurements according to '3D_Metronomy' and 

'3D_Metrics' 

 
Measuring Devices will have to be developed by engineers for scientists in their respective fields of 

application.  Medical and biochemical measurements differ from biological, physical and electro-

magnetic ones.  However, it may exactly be the invention of these devices that will bridge the current 

gaps between natural sciences. Measuring the quality of conductive materials does not appear to have 

connections with measuring the life cycle of biological forms or the luminosity of substances. 

However, the physical basis of light and the mathematical principles for shapes of movement are in 

common and photons as the underlying physical units are the same. What appears separate and 

disparate in structure, can therefore be unified in terms of 'metrical_assessment_of_light'.  


